The different impact of a high fat diet on dystrophic mdx and control C57Bl/10 mice.
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Abstract

The absence of functional dystrophin protein in patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and dystrophic mdx mice leads to fragile myofibre membranes and cycles of myofibre necrosis and regeneration. It is proposed that both DMD patients and mdx mice have an altered metabolism and impaired energy status and that nutritional supplementation may reduce the severity of dystropathology. This research compares the in vivo responses of dystrophic mdx and normal control C57Bl/10 mice to a high protein (50%) or a high fat (16%) diet. Consumption of a high protein diet had minimal effects on the body composition or muscle morphology in both strains of mice. In contrast, differences between the strains were seen in response to the high fat diet; this response also varied between mdx mice aged <24 weeks, and mdx mice aged 24 – 40 weeks. C57Bl/10 mice demonstrated many negative side effects after consuming the high fat diet, including weight gain, increased body fat, and elevated inflammatory cytokines. In contrast, after consuming the high fat diet for 16 weeks the mdx mice (< 24 weeks) remained lean with minimal fat deposition and were resistant to changes in body composition. These results support the proposal that energy metabolism in dystrophic mdx mice is altered compared to normal C57Bl/10 mice and this enables the mdx mice to better metabolise the high fat diet and avoid fat deposition. However, older mdx mice (24 – 40-week-old), with increased energy intake, exhibited some mild adverse effects of a high fat diet but to a far lesser extent than age-matched C57Bl/10 mice. Benefits of the high fat diet on dystrophic muscles of young mice were demonstrated by the significantly increased running ability (km) of voluntarily exercised mdx mice and significantly reduced myofibre necrosis in 24-week-old sedentary mdx mice. These novel data clearly identify an ‘altered’ response to a high fat diet in dystrophic mdx compared to normal C57Bl/10 mice. Our data indicate that the high fat diet may better meet the energy needs of mdx mice to reduce muscle damage and improve muscle function.
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Introduction

Duchene muscular dystrophy (DMD) is characterised by progressive muscle weakness and wasting resulting from a lack of functional dystrophin that promotes increased myofibre membrane fragility, repeated cycles of myofibre necrosis and regeneration, and the eventual replacement of skeletal muscle by fatty and fibrous connective tissue. The specific mechanism(s) responsible for myofibre necrosis are still unclear, although there are strong associations with excessive inflammation, increased intracellular calcium levels, elevated oxidative stress, and metabolic abnormalities[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Corticosteroids remain the standard pharmacological treatment[9] [10] [11] [12] although promising approaches to replace the defective dystrophin gene have been extensively investigated over the last 10 years[13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Clearly, studies to identify strategies that will mitigate the muscle damage and sustain efficient repair are warranted.

The mdx mouse is a widely used animal model for pre-clinical DMD research despite there being fundamental differences in growth parameters, body size and muscle loading, that lead to significant differences in disease severity between dystrophic mdx mice (C57Bl/10ScSn mdx/mdx) and DMD patients [Reviewed in [18] [19] [20] [21] ]. Studies in both DMD patients and mdx mice indicate that dystrophin defects may also lead to altered skeletal muscle metabolism and an impaired energy status. Repeated cycles of myofibre necrosis and regeneration, increased demand on the sarcoplasmic reticulum to regulate intracellular calcium, defective mitochondrial function, increases in both protein synthesis and protein degradation rates, altered oxidative stress and disruption in nNOS signalling may all contribute to an altered metabolic state[4] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In support of an altered metabolism in dystrophic muscle, 48 hours of fasting significantly increased myofibre necrosis in muscles from the hind limb and lumbar region of 6-month-old mdx mice (yet no change in muscle morphology of control C57Bl/10 mice), suggesting a strong dependence on an adequate energy intake to maintain dystrophic muscle structure [31] .
Dietary interventions in the form of various amino acids (with different biochemical effects) or other nutritional supplements have shown variable beneficial effects in both mdx mice and DMD patients [Reviewed in[7] [8] [32] [33] [34]. Recently completed clinical trials have examined the safety and role of specific amino acid supplementation (creatine and glutamine) in DMD patients and demonstrated some beneficial effects [35] [36]. In mdx mice, a creatine enriched diet (10% w/w) fed to the new-borns (via lactating mothers) strongly reduced the onset of muscle necrosis in the fast-twitch EDL muscle and also improved mitochondrial respiration capacity [25]. In addition, creatine, tauvine and glutamine treatments have shown various benefits in treadmill-exercised adult mdx mice [37] [38]. A combined nutritional therapy (creatine monohydrate, conjugated linoleic acid, ¿-lipoic acid, and ¿-hydroxy ¿-methylbutyrate) administered, in addition to prednisolone, for 8 weeks increased muscle strength and reduced the extent of dystrophy in 12-week-old treadmill-exercised mdx mice[39]. A combination of tauvine (1g/(kg bw.day) – orally) and prednisolone (1mg/(kg bw.day) – i.p. injection) treatment of treadmill-exercised mdx mice (4-8 weeks of age) also markedly improved forelimb grip strength, compared to either tauvine or prednisolone treatment alone [40]. In dystrophic laminin deficient (129ReJ dy/dy) mice, a high protein diet (50%) improved muscle morphology and caused a shift to a more ‘normal’ protein metabolism [41].

In a preliminary study that tested the effects of a high fat diet on the dystrophic mdx heart, Hoe et al (2005, data unpublished) reported a striking difference in the bodyweights of dystrophic mdx and control male mice fed a high fat diet (~15% w/w) for 9 weeks (from 6-15 weeks of age). The body weight of mdx mice was unaffected by the change in diet, whereas the control C57Bl/10 mice showed significantly greater body weight and % body fat, as expected. The dystrophy of skeletal muscles was not examined in this study, but these results led us to propose that due to their altered energy flux, a high fat diet may reduce the extent of dystrophy in mice and may be metabolically beneficial to mdx mice.

The aims of the present study were to compare in sedentary adult and voluntarily exercised C57Bl/10 and mdx mice the effects of a high protein and high fat diet on the body composition, muscle morphology and dystrophy (for mdx mice only), and expression levels of genes that play pivotal roles in the metabolism, inflammation [1] [6] [42] [43], adiposity [Reviewed in [44] [45] [46] and remodelling of the skeletal myofibre [Reviewed in [46] [47] [48]].

**Methods**

**Animals.** Experiments were conducted on male non-dystrophic (control) C57Bl/10ScSn and dystrophic mdx (C57Bl/10ScSn mdx/mdx mice) mice (hereafter referred to as C57 and mdx); all mice were obtained from the Animal Resource Centre, Murdoch, Western Australia. They were maintained at the University of Western Australia on a 12-h light/dark cycle, under standard conditions, with free access to food and drinking water. All animal experiments were conducted in strict accordance with the guidelines of the National Health and Medical Research Council Code of practice for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes (2004), and the Animal Welfare Act of Western Australia (2002), and were approved by the Animal Ethics committee at the University of Western Australia.

**Experimental groups and custom diets.** This study consisted of the following 3 groups of mice, n=8 mice for all groups. **Group 1** sedentary C57 and mdx mice fed a custom diet from 8-24 weeks of age, **Group 2** sedentary C57 and mdx mice fed a custom diet from 24-40 weeks of age and **Group 3** voluntarily exercised mdx mice fed a custom diet from 8-12 weeks of age. All mice were fed a standard (cereal-based) mouse chow (meat free, 5% fat, 19% protein) prior to the study. The three customised semi-purified diets; Control (7% fat, 19% protein – AIN93G), High Fat (16% fat, 19% protein – SF 06-040) and High Protein (7% fat, 50% protein – SF 00-252) were manufactured (all in pellet) form by Specialty Feeds Glen Forest Western Australia. All mice were fed a standard (cereal-based) mouse chow (meat free, 5% fat, 19% protein) prior to the study. The three customised semi-purified diets; Control (7% fat, 19% protein – AIN93G), High Fat (16% fat, 19% protein – SF 06-040) and High Protein (7% fat, 50% protein – SF 00-252) were manufactured (all in pellet) form by Specialty Feeds Glen Forest Western Australia (Table 1). Pilot trials were conducted prior to commencement of the study to ensure that all diets were palatable. Throughout the study mice were caged in groups of 4-8 and group body weights were measured weekly, mice were not tracked individually for the duration of the study. Group food intake was monitored twice weekly by subtracting from a pre-weighed amount, the food that remained in the food compartment on the cage lid, and food inside the cage that could be separated from the cage bedding. Energy intake was calculated by adjusting food consumption (g) to weekly, mice were not tracked individually for the duration of the study. Group food intake was monitored twice weekly by subtracting from a pre-weighed amount, the food that remained in the food compartment on the cage lid, and food inside the cage that could be separated from the cage bedding. Energy intake was calculated by adjusting food consumption (g) to
**Voluntary exercise (mdx mice only).** The low level of muscle damage in dystrophic adult mdx mice can be exacerbated by voluntary exercise [18]. Mdx mice were caged individually with free access to a voluntary running wheel for 4 weeks (8 to 12 weeks of age). Exercise data were collected via a small magnet attached to the mouse wheel, and a sensor from a bicycle pedometer attached to the back of the cage. The pedometer records single wheel revolutions, allowing total distance (km) run by an individual mouse to be determined, as per [1] [49] [50]. The mice run the most during the night because they are normally nocturnal [50] [51]. Throughout the experiment the mice were monitored daily for food consumption and distance run.

**Tissue collection.** Mice were killed at either 12, 24 or 40 weeks of age by cervical dislocation, while under terminal isoflurane (Bomac Australia) anaesthesia (2%v/v). Total body weight, epididymal fat pad weight, and gastrocnemius muscle weight were recorded immediately. Blood serum was collected via cardiac puncture, the gastrocnemius muscle was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for gene expression analysis and the quadriceps and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles were collected for histology.

**Skeletal muscle histology.** The quadriceps muscles were dissected and immediately fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma P6148) for 48 hours. Muscles were then placed into 70% ethanol, processed in a Shandon automatic tissue processor overnight, and finally paraffin embedded for sectioning. Transverse sections (5 ?m) were cut through the mid-region of each muscle on a microtome. Slides were stained with Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) for morphological analysis of dystrophopathy (e.g. myofibre necrosis and adipocyte content) as per the TREAT-NMD recommended standard protocol “Histological measurements of dystrophic muscle – M.1.2_007” http://www.treat-nmd.eu/research/preclinical/SOPs/. The TA muscles were collected, and embedded in tragacantch gum (Sigma Aldrich G1128) mounted on a small cork block, and quenched in isopentane cooled in liquid nitrogen. Muscles were stored at -80ºC until cut at 5?m on a cryostat. TA sections were stained with Sirius red to distinguish myofibres (yellow) from collagenous myofibre membranes (red), and which allows for easy and accurate quantification of myofibre cross-sectional area (CSA). Distinct areas of active myofibre necrosis and very early muscle regeneration (small myotubes) were not included in myofibre cross sectional area analysis.

**Image capture and Histological image analysis.** Non-overlapping tiled images of transverse muscle sections provided a picture of the entire muscle cross section. Images were acquired using a Leica DM RBE microscope equipped with a Hitachi HV20M digital camera, Image Pro Plus 4.5.1 software, and Vexta stage movement software. Tiled images were taken at 10x magnification. Histological analysis was carried out on whole cross sections of the quadriceps muscle (dystrophopathy and adipocyte content) and the frozen TA muscle (myofibre CSA). Muscle morphology was selectively drawn by the researcher using Image Pro Plus 4.5.1 software.

**Serum Creatine Kinase Assay.** While under terminal anaesthesia blood from the mdx mice was collected via cardiac puncture. Blood was refrigerated overnight, centrifuged for 3 min (1200 rpm) and serum removed. Blood serum creatine kinase (CK) analysis was completed at the Murdoch Veterinary Hospital, Murdoch, WA.

**Quantification of Gene expression (relative to L-19).** Consumption of the high fat diet induced many changes in the body composition of both C57 and mdx mice, whereas the high protein diet did not. Therefore gene expression was quantified only in mice which consumed the control or high fat diet. RNA was extracted from snap frozen gastrocnemius muscles, DNAs treated, reverse transcribed into cDNA and purified. RT-PCRs were run on a Corbett 3000 (Corbett Research) using QIAGEN quantifast SYBR green PCR mix and QIAGEN Quantitifer Primer Assays for TNF (QT00104006), IL-1? (QT01048355), IL-6 (QT00098875), PPAR alpha (QT00137984), PPAR delta/beta (QT00166292), PPAR gamma (QT00100296), PGC-1? (QT00095578) and standardised to an appropriate house-keeping gene; ribosomal protein L-19 (QT01779218) as per [52]. mRNA expression was calculated and standardised using Roto-gene 6.1 and Microsoft Excel software.

**Statistical analysis.** Analysis was completed using Microsoft Excel and SPSS 16.0. All variables were analysed by ANOVAs (to account for diet, strain, age, and exercise) and Least Significant Difference (LSD) post-hoc tests. All data are expressed as mean ±SEM.

**Results**

**Food consumption**

There were no significant differences in average food intake (g/day) in either strain of sedentary mice (8-24 or 24-40-week-old) across the 3 custom diets. Additionally, there were no significant differences in average daily food consumption adjusted for differences in body weight (g/ (g bw. day)) across the 3 custom diets for both strains of 8 – 24-week-old mice (Figure 1A). However, there was a significant decrease in food consumption [g/ (g bw. day)] with age in both strains of mice and this decrease was significantly greater for 24-40-wk-old C57 mice on the high fat diet compared to both the control and high protein diets (Figure 1A). Daily energy intakes (kJ/day) averaged over the entire 16 week period were decreased significantly in both

| Table 1. Diet specifications for the 3 semi-pure diets used in this study: control (AIN93g), high protein (SF00-252) and high fat (SF06-40). Energy intake was calculated based on the metabolisable energy content of each diet. All diets were manufactured by Specialty Feeds, Glen Forrest, WA. |
|---|---|---|
| **Diet** | **Metabolisable energy (kJ/day)** |
| Control | 2.19 | 2.26 | 2.35 |
| High protein | 2.26 | 2.35 | 2.44 |
| High fat | 2.35 | 2.44 | 2.53 |
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strains of 8 – 24-week-old mice on the high protein diet (Figure 1B). The trend for increased energy intakes (kJ/day) in both strains of mice on the high fat diet at 8-24 weeks of age compared to mice on the control diet did not attain statistical significance. In the older mice (24-40 weeks) on the high fat diet there was a significant increase in average daily energy intake (kJ/day) in both strains compared to mice on either the control or high protein diet (Figure 1B). When adjusted for body weight, there were no differences in energy intake [kJ/(g bw .day)] between 8 – 24-week-old C57 or mdx mice on the control diet; however, both C57 and mdx mice on the high protein diet consumed significantly less compared to mice on either the control or high fat diet (Figure 1C). Adjusted energy intakes in both strains of mice decreased significantly with age, and 24 – 40-week-old mdx mice on the high fat diet consumed significantly (P<0.02) more energy [kJ / (g bw .day)] than all other groups of mice (Figure 1C).

Fig. 1: Average daily food consumption [g/ (g bw .d)] (A), absolute energy intake (kJ/ day) (B) and standardised energy intake [kJ/ (g bw .d)] (C), for C57 and mdx mice

A comparison of sedentary mice on a control diet, high fat diet or high protein diet between 8-24 weeks of age and 24-40 weeks of age. Bars represent standard error. N= 8 for all groups. A,B,C denotes significant differences, groups with different letters are significantly different from each other (P<0.05).

Body Composition

**Group 1) 8 – 24-week-old sedentary mice.** The average body weight of the mdx mice at the beginning of the study (8-week-old) that previously had been fed a standard (cereal-based) mouse chow was significantly heavier (P=0.02) than that of age-matched C57 mice (C57 21.6+ / – 0.23 g vs. mdx 23.4+ / – 0.72 g). This difference in body weight was maintained throughout the study until 24 weeks of age for mice on the control and high protein diet (Figure 2A). After consuming the high fat (HF) diet for 16 weeks, the final bodyweight of 24-week-old C57 mice was significantly greater (P=0.04) than for C57 mice on the control (C) diet. In contrast, there was no difference in the bodyweight of 24-week-old mdx mice fed the high fat or control diet (Figure 2A). The largest gain in body weight (group average) between 8 and 24 weeks of age was seen in the C57 mice fed the high fat diet. The average changes in body weight for C57 mice (% change of sample group) were 130% after control diet, 140% after high protein diet and 159% after high fat diet. The average changes in body weight for mdx mice (% change of sample group) were 130% after control diet, 132% after high protein diet and 137% after high fat diet.

---

**Fig. 2:**

A) The largest gain in body weight (group average) between 8 and 24 weeks of age was seen in the C57 mice fed the high fat diet. In contrast, there was no difference in the bodyweight of 24-week-old mdx mice fed the high fat or control diet (Figure 1C). Adjusted energy intakes in both strains of mice decreased significantly with age, and 24 – 40-week-old mdx mice on the high fat diet consumed significantly (P<0.02) more energy [kJ / (g bw .day)] than all other groups of mice (Figure 1C).

---

**Table 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>8-24 weeks</th>
<th>24-40 weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C57</td>
<td>21.6±0.23</td>
<td>23.4±0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdx</td>
<td>23.4±0.72</td>
<td>25.1±0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 3:**

A comparison of sedentary mice on a control diet, high fat diet or high protein diet between 8-24 weeks of age and 24-40 weeks of age. Bars represent standard error. N= 8 for all groups. A,B,C denotes significant differences, groups with different letters are significantly different from each other (P<0.05).
Epididymal fat pad weight increases in male C57Bl/6J mice after consumption of a high fat diet[53] and was measured in this study as an indicator of obesity. After consuming the control diet, the epididymal fat pad weight adjusted for body weight (g fat/g bw) was significantly (P<0.001) heavier in C57 compared to mdx mice at 24 weeks of age (Figure 2B). The high protein diet had no significant impact on epididymal fat pad weights in either strain of mice; fat pads remained heavier in C57 mice compared to mdx mice. After consuming the high fat diet, the epididymal fat pad weight adjusted for body weight was significantly (P=0.015) higher in C57 mice compared to C57 mice fed the control diet (Figure 2B) and, at sacrifice, large amounts of adipose tissue were conspicuous around the sternum, kidneys and hip joints. In contrast, 24-week-old mdx mice fed a high fat diet were very lean and had small epididymal fat pads, similar in weight to mdx mice fed the control or high protein diet (Figure 2B). In the abdominal cavity, the epididymal fat pads of mdx mice could not be seen until the testes were pulled up into the abdominal cavity.

Gastrocnemius muscle weight (g muscle /g bw) was significantly (P=0.04) heavier in mdx mice fed a control diet compared to C57 mice at 24 weeks of age (Figure 2C). Absolute gastrocnemius muscle weight was also significantly (P<0.05) heavier in mdx mice at this age (C57 0.152g +/− 0.002 vs. mdx 0.190g +/− 0.004). Neither the high protein nor high fat diet resulted in any differences in standardised or absolute gastrocnemius muscle weight in either strain of mice.

Group 2) 24 – 40-week-old sedentary mice. There was no significant difference in the body weights of 40-week-old C57 mice and mdx mice on the control diet (Figure 2A); nor did the high protein diet have any significant effect of the body weight of either strain of mice (Figure 2A). However, after consuming the high fat diet for 16 weeks, the average body weight of 40-week-old C57 mice was significantly (P<0.01) greater (by approximately 10g) compared to that of C57 mice on the control diet. Consumption of the high fat diet also significantly (P=0.04) increased the body weight of the older mdx mice (Figure 2A). The largest increase in body weight (group average) was seen in C57 mice on the high fat diet. The average changes in body weight for C57 mice (% change of sample group) were 116% after control diet, 102% after high protein diet and 141% after high fat diet. The average changes in body weight for mdx mice (% change of sample group) were 103% after control diet, 94% after high protein diet and 110% after high fat diet.

On the control diet the average epididymal fat pad weight adjusted for body weight (g/g bw) was significantly (P<0.01) greater in 40-week-old C57 mice compared to mdx mice (Figure 2B). The high protein diet had no impact on the epididymal fat pad weight in either strain of the older mice. On the high fat diet, there was a slight increase (but not significant P=0.38) in body weight-adjusted epididymal fat pad weight of C57 mice (Figure 2B). The absolute epididymal fat pad weight was significantly (P=0.03) increased (HF 1.42g +/− 0.06 vs. C 1.16g +/− 0.2) and observations made during tissue collection showed very large fat pads and pronounced adipose tissue around the sternum, kidneys, intestines and hip joints. The 40-week-old mdx mice were still very lean with no change in the body weight adjusted epididymal fat pad weight between 24 and 40 weeks of age for mdx mice fed a control diet (Figure 2B). In contrast to the younger 8 – 24-week-old mdx mice, the high fat diet significantly (P=0.035) increased epididymal fat pad weight in 40-week-old mdx mice (Figure 2B), although to a much lesser extent than C57 mice.

Gastrocnemius muscle weight adjusted for bodyweight was significantly (P=0.045) heavier in mdx mice fed a control diet compared to C57 at 40 weeks of age (Figure 2C). Absolute gastrocnemius muscle weight was also significantly (P<0.05) heavier in mdx mice at this age (C57, 0.178 +/− 0.003 g vs. mdx, 0.198 +/− 0.005 g). There was no change in gastrocnemius muscle weight adjusted to bodyweight in mdx mice between 24 and 40 weeks of age. However there was a significant (P<0.05) increase in absolute gastrocnemius muscle weight with age in C57 mice (24 wk, 0.152 +/− 0.002 g vs. 40wk 0.178 +/− 0.003 g). The high protein diet had no effect on the muscle weights of either strain. The high fat diet caused no change in absolute gastrocnemius muscle weight in either strain of mice (data not shown), but due to the large increase in body weight in C57 mice after consuming a high fat diet standardised gastrocnemius muscle weight in C57 mice was reduced significantly (P=0.01) (Figure 2C). There was no effect of the high fat diet on the standardised gastrocnemius muscle weight in mdx mice.

Myofibre Size (control diet only). There was no difference in the average myofibre CSA in the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle from 12-week-old C57 and mdx mice on the control diet (Figure 3). Between 12 and 24 weeks of age, myofibres in the mdx TA continued to grow (hypertrophy) and were significantly larger on average than C57 myofibres at 24 weeks of age (P=0.02) (Figure 3). Dystrophic myofibres do not continue to hypertrophy and average myofibre CSA in 40-week-old mdx mice was significantly reduced (P=0.025) compared to 24-week-old mice and not different from the average mdx myofibre CSA at 12 weeks of age. There was no change in myofibre CSA between 12, 24, and 40-week-old C57 mice.
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Group 1) 8 – 24-week-old sedentary mice. Myofibre necrosis (% CSA) was significantly (P=0.04) decreased in the quadriceps 
muscle of 24-week-old mdx mice fed the high fat diet and was approximately half the amount present in mice fed, the control 
diet (Figure 4A). The high protein diet had no effect on myofibre necrosis (compared to control diet). Myofibre necrosis is not a 
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Gene expression

Group 1) 8 – 24-week-old sedentary mice. The mRNA levels of IL1β, but not TNF or IL-6, was significantly (P=0.05) elevated 
in the gastrocnemius muscle from 24-week-old mdx compared to C57 mice (Figure 5B). Consumption of the high fat diet 
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PPAR gamma) were significantly decreased (approximately 2 fold) in the gastrocnemius muscle from 24-week-old mdx 
compared to C57 mice (Figure 6A, C, D). Expression of the three PPARs was unchanged in either strain by consumption of the
high fat diet. However, PGC-1α was reduced significantly (P=0.02) in 24-week-old C57 mice fed the high fat compared to the control diet.

**Fig. 5: Gene expression (mRNA) changes in the gastrocnemius muscle of 24 and 40-week-old C57 and mdx mice**

A comparison of sedentary mice on a control diet with mice on a high fat diet. (A) Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF). (B) Interleukin 1β (IL-1β). (C) Interleukin 6 (IL-6). N= 8 mice per group. A,B,C denotes significant differences, groups with different letters are significantly different from each other (P<0.05).

**Fig. 6: Gene expression (mRNA) changes in the gastrocnemius muscle of 24 and 40-week-old C57 and mdx mice**

A comparison of sedentary mice on a control diet with mice on a high fat diet. (A) Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) alpha. (B) PPAR gamma. (C) PPAR delta/beta. (D) Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1 alpha (PGC1α). N= 8 mice per group. A,B denotes significant differences, groups with different letters are significantly different from each other (P<0.05).

**Group 2) 24 – 40-week-old sedentary mice.** There were no significant changes in inflammatory cytokine mRNA levels with age in either strain of mice fed the control diet. The high fat diet significantly increased TNF (P=0.05) and IL-6 (P=0.05) mRNA in 40-week-old C57 mice and IL-6 mRNA (P=0.04) in mdx mice (Figure 5A, C). mRNA levels of PGC-1α decreased significantly
(P=0.05) between 24 and 40-week-old C57 mice (Figure 5D). PPAR alpha mRNA was approximately twofold lower (P=0.02) in the gastrocnemius muscle of 40-week-old mdx mice compared to C57 mice (Figure 5A). The high fat diet caused no change in the mRNA levels of the 3 PPARs or PGC-1α in either strain of 40-week-old mice.

**Group 3) 8 – 12-week-old voluntarily exercised mice.** Mdx mice were voluntarily exercised for 4 weeks to increase the low level of dystropathology in skeletal muscles [1] [50] [54]. Increasing the extent of dystropathology allowed for further evaluation of the potential beneficial effects of a high protein or high fat diet in mdx mice.

**Food consumption**

There was no significant difference in food intake (g/d) across the 3 custom diets in both unexercised and exercised mdx mice; however, voluntary wheel exercise significantly increased (P>0.02) food intake (g/d) for all 3 custom diets by approximately 30% (data not shown). Again, while no significant differences in bodyweight-adjusted average daily food intakes [g/(g bw .d)] were seen across the 3 custom diets, consumption of all 3 diets was significantly increased (P<0.04) by voluntary exercise (Figure 7A). Weight-adjusted energy intake [kJ/(g bw .d)] was unchanged in sedentary 8 – 12-week-old mdx mice across the 3 diets (Figure 7B) but was increased significantly in exercised mdx mice. Voluntarily exercised mdx mice on the high fat diet had a higher weight-adjusted energy intake [kJ/(g bw .d)] than exercised mdx mice on either the control or the high protein diet (Control Ex. 1.91 +/- 0.08 [kJ/(g bw .d)] vs. HF Ex 2.28 +/- 0.08 [kJ/(g bw. d)]) (Figure 7B). Absolute energy intake (kJ/day) was also significantly greater in exercised mice on the high fat diet (Control Ex, 50.4 +/- 4.2kJ vs. HF Ex 63.7 +/- 7.6 kJ).

**Fig. 7: Average daily food consumption [g/ (g bw .d)] (A) and energy intake [kJ/ (g bw .d)] (B) for mdx mice**

Data for dietary consumption between 8-12 weeks of age is shown for both sedentary and voluntarily exercise mdx mice on either a control diet, high fat diet or a high protein diet. Bars represent standard error. N= 8 for all groups. A,B,C denotes significant differences, groups with different letters are significantly different from each other (P<0.05).

**Body composition**

Voluntary wheel exercise for 4 weeks caused no change in the body weight of 12-week-old mdx mice, and neither did consumption of a high protein or high fat diet (Figure 8A). Exercising the 8 – 12-week-old mdx mice significantly (P=0.03) reduced the epididymal fat pad weight (g fat/ g bw), compared to sedentary mdx mice on a control diet (Figure 8B). Neither the high protein nor the high fat diet had any significant effect on the epididymal fat pad weight in sedentary 12-week-old mdx mice; however the epididymal fat pad weight in exercised mdx mice on the high fat diet was increased (P=0.045) compared to those fed the control diet (Figure 7B). No significant change in standardised or absolute gastrocnemius muscle weight was seen after voluntary exercise or diet change (Figure 8C).
Dystropathology

Exercise was completely voluntary and distance run is an indirect indicator of muscle function and exercise capacity. Mdx mice fed the high fat diet ran approximately 50% further (P=0.003) during 4 weeks of exercise (compared to mdx mice on the control diet (Figure 9A). There was no difference in distance run by mdx mice fed the high protein diet compared to the control diet.

Voluntary exercise increased (P=0.02) myofibre necrosis (% CSA) in the quadriceps muscle from 12-week-old mdx mice approximately twofold, relative to the amount present in sedentary mice. The high fat diet for 4 weeks had no effect on myofibre necrosis in either voluntarily exercised or sedentary mdx mice. The high protein diet had no effect on sedentary mice, but significantly (P=0.04) increased myofibre necrosis in exercised mdx mice (Figure 9B).

Blood serum CK level was about threefold higher (P=0.04) in voluntarily exercised compared to sedentary 12-week-old mdx mice (sed 4697\text{+} / \_ 1898 U/L vs. ex 12913\text{+} / \_ 4537 U/L). The CK levels in mdx mice were not affected by a high protein or high fat diet (data not shown).

Exercise did not change the adipocyte content of the quadriceps muscle from 12-week-old mdx mice (sed mdx 0.54%\text{+} / \_ 0.07 vs. ex mdx 0.43%\text{+} / \_ 0.07), nor was there any change in adipocyte content after consuming a high protein or high fat diet in sedentary or exercised mice (data not shown).

Gene expression
Voluntary exercise (for 4 weeks) and/or a high fat diet caused no significant change in the mRNA levels of TNF, IL1β or IL-6 in 12-week-old mdx mice (data not shown). Consumption of the high fat diet had no significant effect on mRNA levels of the 3 PPARs or PGC-1α in sedentary 12-week-old mdx mice; however the combination of voluntary exercise and a high fat diet increased approximately three fold the mRNA levels of PPAR alpha (P<0.01), PPAR gamma (P=0.04), PPAR delta/beta (P<0.01), and PGC-1α (P<0.01) (Figure 10A-D).

![Gene expression (mRNA) changes in the gastrocnemius muscle of 12-week-old sedentary and voluntarily exercised mdx mice](image)

**Fig. 10:** Gene expression (mRNA) changes in the gastrocnemius muscle of 12-week-old sedentary and voluntarily exercised mdx mice

A comparison of sedentary mice on a control diet with mice on a high fat diet. (A) PPAR alpha. (B) PPAR gamma. (C) PPAR delta/beta. (D) PGC1-α. N= 8 mice per group. A,B denotes significant differences, groups with different letters are significantly different from each other (P<0.05).

**Discussion**

**Sedentary mdx and C57 mice.**

To our knowledge, the response of adult mdx mice to a high fat diet has not been described previously. Furthermore, while it is widely documented that C57Bl/6J mice are highly susceptible to diet induced obesity (obesity-prone)[56], it appears that the effects of a high fat diet on C57Bl/10 mice have not been reported. It is commonly accepted that obesity occurs when there is a chronic positive imbalance between energy intake and energy expenditure, and that long-term consumption of a high fat diet increases deposition of adipose tissue and eventually leads to obesity in both sedentary laboratory rodents and humans [Reviewed in [46]]. Obesity is associated with numerous changes in cell signalling that are believed to underlie much of the morbidity associated with the condition [Reviewed in [46] [57] [58]].

Dystrophic mdx mice were significantly heavier than control C57 mice at both 8 and 24 weeks of age (Figure 2A), primarily due to a well described increase in muscle mass [52] [55] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63]. In contrast, 40-week-old mdx mice were the same weight as C57 mice; this equalising in bodyweight occurred at approximately 32 weeks of age (data not shown) and was most likely due to an increase in body fat in C57 mice (Figure 2B). The body weight of mdx mice did not increase between 24 and 40 weeks of age, nor was there a change in relative epididymal fat pad and gastrocnemius muscle weights (Figure 2A), supporting reports that there is a stabilisation of the dystrophic phenotype in adult mdx mice[18] [52]. Both 24 and 40-week-old mdx were very lean, with significantly smaller epididymal fat pads, larger gastrocnemius muscles and larger myofibres CSA compared to C57 mice (Figures 2B, 2C, 3).

The muscular body composition of mdx mice (<40 weeks) is in stark contrast to DMD patients who can move between the spectra of over-nutrition (and obesity) to under-nutrition within their shortened lifespan, and who lose muscle mass at a rate of 4% per year as adults[7] [34] [64]. It is important to consider that the striking loss of muscle mass in DMD patients occurs during the growth phase of the boys (approximately 20 years). In mice however, the damaging main growth phase is exceedingly short by comparison (approximately 6 weeks)[18] [20] [65] with a reduction in myofibre necrosis occurring after growth has ceased in mdx mice.
We observed significant myofibre hypertrophy in 24-week-old mdx mice (compared to all C57 and 12-week-old mdx mice); however, dystrophic myofibres do not continue to hypertrophy indefinitely, and by 40 weeks of age myofibre CSA was similar to that of 12-week-old mdx mice (Figure 3). We propose that the reduced myofibre size in 40-week-old mdx mice is probably due to myofibre splitting or branching. Shavlakadze et al (2010) reported no difference in myofibre CSA in the quadriceps muscle between 12 and 52 weeks due to significant myofibre splitting in 52-week-old mdx mice [52]. Since our study examined myofibre CSA at 24 weeks and identified significant myofibre hypertrophy in mdx mice at this age, it seems that myofibre splitting occurs sometime beyond 24 weeks, but before 40 weeks of age. The body composition of mdx mice changed between 12 and 24 weeks of age, with significant increases in body weight, absolute and standardised gastrocnemius muscle weight and individual myofibre CSA (Figures 2A, 3, 8A).

The 8 – 24-week-old mdx mice consumed similar amounts of food and energy compared to age-matched C57 mice across the 3 diets (Figure 1A-C). Yet, there was a large difference in the way the two strains of mice responded to the high fat diet. In contrast to the C57 mice, the mdx mice

<24 weeks of age did not deposit significant body fat. This difference between controls and mdx mice in dietary energy utilization may reflect a difference in maintenance energy requirements, with the mdx mice expending more energy for cellular metabolism, including for myofibre hypertrophy and ongoing myogenesis/regeneration, than controls in which dietary fat appears to have been channelled preferentially to fat deposition. Between 24 and 40 weeks of age, there was no change in bodyweight (Figure 2A) or gastrocnemius muscle weight (absolute or standardised) and the average myofibre CSA was significantly reduced (Figure 3) for mdx mice on the control diet. The older mdx mice (24-40 weeks) were susceptible to the negative effects of a high fat diet, showing significant increases in total body weight and standardised fat pad weight compared to those on the control diet (Figures 2A, B). This altered response presumably is due to the increase in energy intake (Figure 1B, C), without the same level of muscle damage/regeneration an high energy demanding process, seen in the young mdx mice; as suggested by the progressive reduction of myofibre necrosis in old mdx mice (6% myofibre necrosis in 24 day old mdx mice [1] reducing to approximately 2% by 40 weeks of age) and an absence of continued muscle weight gain.

In contrast to mdx mice, after consumption of a high fat diet (for 16 weeks) C57 male mice at both 24 and 40 weeks had significantly greater body weights most likely due to a gain in epididymal fat pad weight (and presumably other body fat) (Figure 2A, B) with significant accumulation of adipocytes in the quadriceps muscle of 40-week-old mice (Figure 4B). The increase in energy intake (kJ/day) in 8 – 24-week-old C57 mice on the high fat diet was only minor compared to mice on the control diet (Figure 1B), but when accumulated over 16 weeks could have been enough to produce the observed changes in body composition. However, the increase in energy intake (kJ/day) in the older 24 – 40-week-old C57 mice on the high fat diet was significantly more compared to mice on the control diet (Figure 1B).

In contrast to the high fat diet (16% fat, 19.4% protein), the high protein diet (50% protein, 7% fat) had little impact on the body composition of 8 – 40-week-old C57 and mdx mice. Initially these two diets were designed to be isocaloric based on digestible energy content (HP, 18.2 MJ/kg vs. HF, 18.1 MJ/Kg) (Table 1). However, there were large differences in the metabolisable energy density of the high fat and high protein diets (HP – 14.09 MJ/kg vs. HF – 16.96 MJ/kg) and this difference produced significant differences in metabolisable energy intake which, in turn, contributed to the different body growth and composition responses to the two diets. A high protein diet or supplementation with certain amino acids (such as leucine) can stimulate skeletal muscle protein synthesis in both young and adult animals, but there is a threshold of protein requirement for maximum growth and once reached, additional protein intake does not further stimulate protein synthesis in skeletal muscle [Reviewed in [66]]. Therefore, it is possible that in well-nourished sedentary mice (with adequate protein intake), the high protein diet had no effect on muscle mass. Additionally, the utilization of dietary protein for anabolic processes is dependent on the adequacy of energy intake. If the energy requirements of the mdx mice were increased, and not met by a corresponding increase in intake, dietary amino acids would be preferentially oxidised for energy rather than used for protein synthesis. While it is possible that a beneficial response to high protein consumption might be seen in combination with resistance exercise, such demanding exercise is usually not recommended for dystrophic boys or animal models of DMD due to additional damage to dystrophic muscles.

Our initial hypothesis was that a high protein diet would help to maintain myofibre integrity and thus reduce dystrophopathy in mdx mice. Consumption of either diet for 16 weeks did not reduce levels of serum CK (an indicator of myofibre leakiness), even though the high fat diet reduced by approximately 2.5-fold myofibre necrosis in the quadriceps muscle of 24-week-old mdx mice. It is possible that a high fat diet (and increased energy intake) assists mdx mice metabolically and thus helps them to maintain skeletal muscle structure and mass, or that increased lipid coming from the high fat diet stabilises fragile membrane lipids and prevents myofibre necrosis.

The lack of any benefits with the high protein diet contrasts with studies in mdx mice that show mildly reduced dystrophopathy after dietary supplementation of creatine, taurine and glutamine (both alone and in combination with prednisolone)[8] [25] [37] [38] [40]. Taurine is not a substrate for protein synthesis, but may improve dystrophopathy via regulation of calcium homeostasis [67]. Glutamine also has many functions in addition to being a substrate for protein synthesis; for example, it is a precursor for nucleotide synthesis; it is the major energy substrate for rapidly dividing cells such as those of the immune system; and it increases expression of genes that benefit nutrient metabolism and cell survival, including ornithine decarboxylase, heat-
shock proteins, and NO synthase [68]. Amino acid supplementation is already widely used amongst DMD patients despite there being no conclusive supporting evidence in the literature [7] [12]. It is important to consider possible counteracting effects when combined interventions are administered. For example, our data from mdx mice on the high protein diet (which contains increased concentrations of the essential amino acids such as leucine and phenylalanine used in protein synthesis, but without an increase in metabolisable energy intake – Table 1) do not support such an intervention since elevated myofibre necrosis was observed in response to voluntarily wheel exercise.

A prolonged positive imbalance between energy intake and expenditure resulting in obesity, is associated with chronic inflammation and may be a potential mechanism by which obesity leads to insulin resistance (in both humans and mice) [Reviewed in [44] [46] [69]. Expression (level of mRNA) of 3 major pro-inflammatory cytokines, TNF, IL1? and I-L6 was up-regulated in the gastrocnemius muscle of both 24 and 40-week-old C57 mice after consumption of the high fat diet (Figure 5A-C). These increases in gene expression were not seen in mdx mice (Figure 5A-C) which demonstrates, in addition to the lack of changes in body composition, the resistance of mdx mice (particularly <24 weeks old, but diminished with age (by 40 weeks). The high fat diet appears to have enabled the mdx mice to better meet their energy needs, and reduced the severity of their dystropathology and increased their voluntary exercise ability. The high fat diet significantly reduced PGC-1? gene expression in 24-week-old C57 mice but, apart from this, there were no other significant changes in PPAR expression caused by the high fat diet in either strain of mice. Compared with C57 mice, the levels of PGC-1?, PPAR alpha and PPAR delta/beta were all much lower (approximately half) in mdx mice on a control diet; again this endorses that metabolic processes are altered in dystrophic muscles of mdx mice.

Due to the multiple systemic effects that the 3 PPARs and PGC-1? have on whole body metabolism (e.g. lipid metabolism) [46] [48] [70] we assume that decreased gene expression of the 3 PPARs and PGC-1? in dystrophic skeletal muscle would have a wide range of effects. However, the precise consequence(s) in dystrophic skeletal muscle, to our knowledge, are not documented. Decreased PGC-1? expression in skeletal muscles of C57Bl/6J mice decreases exercise capacity and fatigue resistance [Reviewed in [48]] and low levels of PGC-1? mRNA in mdx mice on a control diet, correspond with decreased exercise capacity and increased fatigue that are common features of dystrophic muscle [18] [51] [71]. It has also been shown that several gene programmes linked to PGC-1? are dysregulated in dystrophic muscle (e.g. mitochondrial function, calcium handling and ROS production) and introduction of a muscle specific PGC-1? transgene into mdx mice improved muscle function and structure, possibly via up-regulation of utrophin [72] [73]. Overall there seems to be an association with decreased PGC-1? expression having detrimental effects in both dystrophic and normal muscle. Although the combined consequences of PGC-1?, PPAR alpha and PPAR delta/beta in dystrophic (compared with normal) muscle are not clear, they all increased in mdx muscles in response to voluntary exercise combined with a high fat diet (see below) with beneficial effects.

**Voluntarily exercised mice.**

In order to further examine the potential benefits of a high fat or high protein diet on dystrophic muscle, 8 – 12-week-old mdx mice were voluntarily exercised to exacerbate the dystropathology [1] [49] [50] [54]. Although the 12-week-old mdx mice were very lean, there was a further reduction in epididymal fat pad weight after 4 weeks of voluntary exercise (Figure 8B). It appears that mdx mice were able to maintain body weight and muscle mass (Figure 8A, C) over 4 weeks of voluntary exercise by increasing food consumption and energy intake (Figure 7A, B).

Despite a high fat diet reducing myofibre necrosis in sedentary 24-week-old mdx mice (Figure 4), this diet had no significant benefit on myofibre necrosis or serum CK levels in voluntarily exercised mdx mice. Energy intake was significantly increased in voluntarily exercised mdx on the high fat diet compared to mdx mice on the control diet (Figure 7B). This may have enabled the mdx mice to run further (approximately 50%) without producing further muscle damage (e.g. myofibre necrosis or serum CK level). A possible interpretation is that the high fat diet was able to better meet the increased energy needs of the mdx mice thereby enabling them to run further while maintaining myofibre integrity.

A striking increase in the mRNA levels of PPAR alpha, PPAR gamma, PPAR delta/beta and PGC-1? was seen in the gastrocnemius muscle of exercised mdx mice on the high fat diet. Energy intake is known to increase PGC-1? expression due to increased neuromuscular input and elevated levels of MEF2 and CREB expression with exercise [48], and increases in PGC-1? and PPAR delta/beta are both beneficial to mdx dystropathology in vivo [73] [74]. Therefore, it is proposed that the increased capacity for exercise in dystrophic mdx fed a high fat diet may be modulated, in part, via up-regulation of the 3 PPARs and PGC-1?.

**Conclusion**

This research clearly identifies an ‘altered’ response to a high fat diet in dystrophic muscles of mdx mice compared to C57 controls. This response was pronounced in younger mdx mice <24 weeks old, but diminished with age (by 40 weeks). The high fat diet appears to have enabled the mdx mice to better meet their energy needs, and reduced the severity of their dystropathology and increased their voluntary exercise ability. The high protein diet had no significant effects on the body composition of either strain of mice and no benefit on mdx dystropathology; this may be due, in part, to its lower metabolisable energy density compared with the high fat diet, resulting in an energy intake...
that was not sufficient to promote maximal utilization of the increased protein availability. Our new data highlight the potential benefits of a high fat diet on dystrophic skeletal muscle. This study in mdx mice raises many interesting questions about possible differences in metabolism and energy demands between dystrophic and normal muscle. The extent to which this benefit of a high fat diet is due to an increased energy intake per se, or to specific benefits of increased dietary fat directly on dystrophic muscles is not yet clear: determining the precise mechanism responsible for these demonstrated benefits is an important future goal. In addition, the effects of a high fat diet on dystrophic heart function and pathology needs to be addressed in mdx mice, before considering translation to the clinical situation. It is appreciated that in corticosteroid-treated inactive DMD patients, a high fat diet may contribute to obesity and thus impact on disease severity (especially since corticosteroid usage is known to contribute to obesity and Cushingoid symptoms). In addition, the impact of a high fat diet might be different in steroid-naïve DMD boys and also influenced by growth and disease severity. Clearly, very careful management is required to achieve a fine balance between the increased metabolic demands of dystrophic muscle at different stages of the disease, possible interactions with other drugs, and the potential negative consequences of chronically consuming a high fat diet.
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